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Abstract
In this short note, it is proved that given any positive definite Hermitian matrix, the eigenvalues of the
superoptimal preconditioned matrix do not exceed the corresponding eigenvalues of the optimal precondi-
tioned matrix.
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In 1988, Chan [2] proposed a circulant preconditioner for Toeplitz systems. For any Toeplitz
matrix Tn, Chan’s circulant preconditioner cF(Tn) is defined to be the minimizer of ‖Tn − Wn‖F
where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm and Wn runs over all circulant matrices. The cF(Tn) is
called the optimal circulant preconditioner. In 1992, Tyrtyshnikov [6] proposed another circulant
preconditioner tF(Tn) which is defined to be the minimizer of ‖In − W−1n Tn‖F where Wn runs
over all nonsingular circulant matrices. Recently this preconditioner (also called superoptimal
preconditioner) has been found to be a good approximation in signal processing when there exists
a noise [4].
Since the optimal and superoptimal preconditioners are defined not just for Toeplitz matrices but
for general matrices as well, we begin with the general case. Given a unitary matrix U ∈ Cn×n, let
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MU ≡ {U∗nU |n is any n × n diagonal matrix}. (1)
We note that in (1), when U = F , the Fourier matrix,MF is the set of all circulant matrices [3].
Let δ(En) denote the diagonal matrix whose diagonal is equal to the diagonal of the matrix
En. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 1 [1]. For any An ∈ Cn×n, let cU (An) be the minimizer of
‖Wn − An‖F
over all Wn ∈MU . Then cU (An) is uniquely determined by An and is given by
cU (An) ≡ U∗δ(UAnU∗)U.
When An is Hermitian positive definite, then cU (An) is also Hermitian positive definite. Let
tU (An) be the minimizer of
‖In − W−1n An‖F
over all nonsingular Wn ∈MU . If both An and cU (An) are invertible, then tU (An) is uniquely
determined by An and is given by
tU (An) = cU (AnA∗n)[cU (A∗n)]−1.
If An is Hermitian positive definite, we then have by Lemma 1,
[cU (An)]−1An = U∗[δ(UAnU∗)]−1UAn
∼ [δ(UAnU∗)]− 12 (UAnU∗)[δ(UAnU∗)]− 12
≡ M, (2)
where “∼” means “is similar to”, and
[tU (An)]−1An = cU (An)[cU (A2n)]−1An
= U∗δ(UAnU∗)[δ(UA2nU∗)]−1UAn
∼ δ(UAnU∗)[δ(UA2nU∗)]−1UAnU∗
∼ (δ(UAnU∗)[δ(UA2nU∗)]−1)
1
2 UAnU
∗(δ(UAnU∗)[δ(UA2nU∗)]−1)
1
2
≡ N. (3)
We therefore have by (2) and (3),
N = [δ(UA2nU∗)]−
1
2 [δ(UAnU∗)] 12 · (UAnU∗) · [δ(UAnU∗)] 12 [δ(UA2nU∗)]−
1
2
= [δ(UA2nU∗)]−
1
2 δ(UAnU
∗) · M · δ(UAnU∗)[δ(UA2nU∗)]−
1
2
= DMD, (4)
where
D ≡ [δ(UA2nU∗)]−
1
2 δ(UAnU
∗) = diag(d1, . . . , dn).
Now let us show the following lemma first.
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Lemma 2. For any matrix An ∈ Cn×n, we have
δ(UAnA
∗
nU
∗)  δ(UAnU∗) · δ(UA∗nU∗)  0.
Proof. For each k = 1, . . . , n, we have
[δ(UAnA∗nU∗)]kk = [δ(UAnU∗ · UA∗nU∗)]kk
=
n∑
t=1
(UAnU
∗)kt (UA∗nU∗)tk =
n∑
t=1
(UAnU
∗)kt (UAnU∗)kt
 (UAnU∗)kk(UAnU∗)kk = [δ(UAnU∗)]kk · [δ(UA∗nU∗)]kk  0.
Thus,
δ(UAnA
∗
nU
∗)  δ(UAnU∗) · δ(UA∗nU∗)  0. 
We immediately have the following result.
Corollary 1. Let An be a Hermitian positive definite matrix. Then the diagonal entries of
D ≡ [δ(UA2nU∗)]−
1
2 δ(UAnU
∗) = diag(d1, . . . , dn)
satisfy 0 < di  1 for i = 1, . . . , n.
We have the following theorem about the spectra of optimal and superoptimal preconditioned
matrices by using Corollary 1 and Courant–Fischer theorem [5].
Theorem 1. Let An be a Hermitian positive definite matrix. If the eigenvalues are ordered in the
following decreasing way:
λ1  λ2  · · ·  λn,
then we have
λk([tU (An)]−1An)  λk([cU (An)]−1An)
for k = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Proof. We have by (2)–(4), Courant–Fischer theorem and Corollary 1 that for k = 1, . . . , n,
λk([tU (An)]−1An) = λk(N) = λk(DMD)
= min
y1,...,yk−1∈Cn
max
‖x‖1,
x⊥y1,...,yk−1
x∗DMDx
= min
y1,...,yk−1∈Cn
max
‖x‖1,
(Dx)⊥D−1y1,...,D−1yk−1
(Dx)∗M(Dx)
 min
y1,...,yk−1∈Cn
max
‖Dx‖1,
(Dx)⊥D−1y1,...,D−1yk−1
(Dx)∗M(Dx)
z=Dx= min
y1,...,yk−1∈Cn
max
‖z‖1,
z⊥D−1y1,...,D−1yk−1
z∗Mz
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= min
D−1y1,...,D−1yk−1∈Cn
max
‖z‖1,
z⊥D−1y1,...,D−1yk−1
z∗Mz
ui=D−1yi= min
u1,...,uk−1∈Cn
max
‖z‖1,
z⊥u1,...,uk−1
z∗Mz
= λk(M) = λk([cU (An)]−1An).
Here we remark that {y1, . . . , yk−1} runs through all possible choices of k − 1 vectors inCn if and
only if {D−1y1, . . . , D−1yk−1} runs through all possible choices of k − 1 vectors in Cn. Also,
the outer minimization is omitted when k = 1. 
Remark. Let D = diag(d1, . . . , dn) be given as in Corollary 1. Suppose
α = max{d1, . . . , dn}  1.
Since ‖x‖  1 implies ‖Dx‖  α, one can easily modify the proof of Theorem 1 to have
λk([tU (An)]−1An)  α2λk([cU (An)]−1An), k = 1, . . . , n.
This α may of theoretical interests for further analysis. However, the computation of its value is
not easy in general.
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